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Small-x PDFs, BFKL resummation,
 and Monte Carlo tuning



PDFs and Monte Carlo tuning
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 LO PDFs are very different from NLO and NNLO PDFs, in particular for the gluon PDF

 In a LO fit a steep rise of the small-x gluon is required to fit HERA data 

 Moreover at small-x, the region relevant for the tuning of soft and semihard data in MC 
generators, uncertainties are large because of the absence of direct experimental constraints
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 In the Monash 2013 Tune of Pythia8, the NNPDF2.3LO set with αS(MZ)=0.130 (including 
QED corrections) was used as default

 As compared to CTEQ6L, used in older Pythia tunes, the gluon is harder for x > 0.2 and x < 
0.00003, and a bit softer in between

 Note that at small-x NNPDF2.3LO has  steepest gluon of all LO PDF available back then

PDFs and Monte Carlo tuning
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 The distribution of values of Bjorken-x probed in Minimum Bias events, including MPI, is directly 
sensitive to the shape of the gluon PDF

 In the Monash 2013 tune, based on NNPDF2.3LO, we find a harder distribution at large and 
small-x as compared to previous tunes, based on CTEQ6L
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PDFs and Monte Carlo tuning
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Towards improved PDFs for MC tuning

 LO PDFs lead to a poor description of hard scattering data: actually, within the 
NNPDF3.1 global fit, even NLO PDFs lead to a markedly worse description of 
experimental data than NNLO PDFs.

 PDF fits based on HERA data have large uncertainties at small-x: dependence on 
the results of methodological choices related to the treatment of PDF extrapolation

 At small-x the DGLAP-based perturbative expansion should eventually fail due to the 
presence of BFKL logarithms - how to account for this in the context of MC tuning?

How can we improve over these limitations? Can we deliver 
improved PDFs specifically for MC event generators?



The small-x gluon from HERA data
 Small-x gluon unconstrained: 
information from HERA ends for x<10-4

 Very large uncertainties in global fits

 Need processes covering x<10-4 region
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Forward charm production
LHC: charm production 

from gluon-gluon scattering

LHCb: forward coverage,
Charm probes down to x ≃ 10-6 !

nb: dependence on D 
meson fragmentation
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Charm 
@ LHCb
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Forward charm production
Include LHCb D meson production at 5, 7, 
13 TeV

Fit normalised distributions & ratios 
between CoM energies to reduce MHOUs

gluon PDF uncertainties reduced 
by factor 10 at x ≃ 10-6

Excellent description of all LHCb datasets 
and ratios (after errata corrected)
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BFKL dynamics at small-x
 QCD calculations in the DGLAP factorisation framework successful in 
describing data from proton-proton and electron-proton collisions

 Need to go beyond DGLAP: at small-x, logarithmically enhanced terms in 1/x 
become dominant and need to be resummed to all orders

 BFKL (high-energy, small-x) resummation can be matched to DGLAP collinear 
framework and included into PDF fits

DGLAP
Evolution in Q2
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PDF fits with small-x resummation
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BFKL resummation stabilises perturbative behaviour of small-x gluon
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PDF fits with small-x resummation
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BFKL resummation stabilises perturbative behaviour of small-x FL
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BFKL dynamics at small-x
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NNPDF3.1sx, HERA inclusive structure functions

NNLO

NNLO+NLLx

NNPDF3.1sx, HERA inclusive structure functions

NNLO quality degrades as more 
small-x data included

Monitor the fit quality as one includes 
more data from the small-x region

Best description of small-x HERA data 
only possible with BFKL effects!
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small-x resummation: 
excellent perturbative 
convergence even for 

x ≃ 10-6

Forward charm production revisited
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LHCb D meson production included in NNPDF3.1sx (N)NLO+NLLx fits

Similar reduction of gluon PDF errors at small-x + increase in central value

BFKL effects 
included
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small-x resummation: 
excellent perturbative 
convergence even for 

x ≃ 10-8

Forward charm production revisited
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LHCb D meson production included in NNPDF3.1sx (N)NLO+NLLx fits

Similar reduction of gluon PDF errors at small-x + increase in central value
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Integration in Pythia8
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These PDF sets are now available as internal sets in Pythia8 v8.240

We have delivered the NNPDF3.1sx+LHCb sets including also QED effects and 
the photon PDF, so that they can be used to generate photon-induced processes
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air/water target

D-meson

background: prompt charm production

Sensitive to small-x quarks (and 
thus gluons via evolution) down to 

x ≃ 10-8  and Q ≃ MW

 

Sensitive to small-x gluons down 
to x ≃ 10-6  and Q ≃ Mcharm in the 

centre-of-mass frame
 

Neutrino telescopes as QCD microscopes
signal: cosmic neutrino - nucleus scattering
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UHE neutrino-nucleus cross-section

State-of-the-art predictions for ultra-high energy neutrino interactions

 BFKL small-x effects in PDFs and deep-inelastic structure functions

 Constraints on small-x PDFs from LHCb charm production

 Accounting for nuclear corrections and heavy-quark-initiated contributions
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Summary

 The combination of small-x BFKL resummation with the constraints from charm 
production at LHCb allow a precision determination of the small-x gluon PDF with 
reduced experimental and theory uncertainties

 One finds a small-x gluon always positive even at very low scales, which rises as x 
decreases, and that is smooth and with small uncertainties in the region relevant 
for MC tuning

Moreover this PDF set describes all available hard-scattering data, including the 
latest precision LHC measurememts (since they are part of NNPDF3.1)

 From the conceptual point of view, these new PDF sets seem a perfect candidate to 
be used in updated tunes of MC event generators
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